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NAP will be available

to a wider readership,

including all ISAP

agencies. We hope to

reach those on the front line

such as settlement workers

and LINC instructors, as well

as administrators and

management staff.  

Just like LINC-Up, SNAP

aims to inform our readership

about new initiatives and

resources in the field of

settlement services. We will

post notices of upcoming

conferences, workshops or

other professional

development opportunities.

And we hope that readers will

forward information they wish

to share with other settlement

staff for inclusion in SNAP. 

ELECTRONIC VERSION AVAILABLE

While multiple copies of the

newsletter will be mailed to

agencies, in many cases staff

may want to have their own

copy. In order to address this

need, SNAP will be posted on

Settlement.Org and available

to download as a 

PDF file.

BILINGUAL EDITION

As you may have noticed, the

newsletter will appear as a

bilingual French-English

edition. As part of its mandate

to provide information in both

official languages, SNAP will

also appear as NEO in the

second half of issue.

NEW NAMES
Thanks to the creative CIC staff
members who came up with the
catchy French and English
newsletter names. Thanks also to
LINC staff who submitted their
ideas for a newsletter name. The
English language newsletter,
SNAP, was provided by Spiros
Gardanis. Irena Nikolova came up
with not one but four French
language titles, from which NEO
was chosen
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WELCOME TO SNAP!
Since 1994, LINC-Up has kept readers informed about issues in the field of language training and settlement. In

order to reflect its broader focus on settlement issues over the last several years, we have changed the name of

the publication to Settlement News Across the Province – SNAP.
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IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT AND
ADAPTATION PROGRAM (ISAP)

The Immigrant Settlement and
Adaptation Program (ISAP) funds
service provider organizations to
deliver direct, essential services to
newcomers. These services include
reception and orientation,
translation and interpretation,
referral to community resources,
solution-focussed counselling,
general information and
employment-related services such
as Job Search Workshops.

In Ontario ISAP services are
delivered in a number of ways.
Services may be offered in an
agency’s office environment or in
other community locations such as
schools (SWIS) or through
Newcomer Information Centres.
Many newcomers access

settlement information on-line
through the Settlement.Org web
site and the French language site,
Etablissement.org. 

In addition to service provision,
ISAP funds projects to complement
or improve the delivery of
settlement services. Research
projects on settlement and
integration, seminars and
conferences to share information,
and training of ISAP-supported
agency staff are just a few
examples of ISAP-funded projects.

Settlement Workers in 
Schools (SWIS)

Settlement Workers in Schools,
funded through ISAP, helps
newcomer students and their
families access the settlement
services they need as quickly as
possible upon arriving in Canada.
The SWIS program currently
operates in Toronto, Peel, York,
Hamilton, Kitchener, and Ottawa. 

Settlement workers, who are
employed by community-based
agencies, work out of selected
elementary and secondary schools
with high numbers of newcomer
students.  In elementary schools,
settlement workers inform the
parents of newcomer students
about the education system and
about community resources that

may help them in the settlement
process. In secondary schools,
settlement workers assist both
newcomer students and their
parents.  

In July and August when
schools are closed, SWIS workers
operate out of community locations
such as libraries, where the
greatest number of newcomers will
see them.   

The delivery of each project is
governed locally by a steering
committee made up primarily of
representatives from the three
partners: CIC, school boards, and
community agencies. The
provincial advisory body, SWISAC,
provides advice to CIC on program
issues that are applicable to all
projects across Ontario.
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SNAP IS DESIGNED FOR THOSE WORKING IN SETTLEMENT ACROSS ONTARIO. BELOW YOU WILL FIND A LISTING OF
CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION CANADA SETTLEMENT PROGRAMS, WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WHAT THEY
DO AND WHO THEY ARE DESIGNED TO SERVE. 
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CIC SETTLEMENT PROGRAMS: AN OVERVIEW

SETTLEMENT WORKERS IN SCHOOLS
HELPS NEWCOMER STUDENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES ACCESS
THE SETTLEMENT SERVICES THEY NEED AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE UPON ARRIVING IN CANADA.

SNAP is designed to share information about CIC-
funded settlement programs in Ontario, including LINC
curriculum, innovative programming, training,
resources, policy, and administrative updates.

SNAP is published 3 times a year. It is managed by
TESL Ontario and funded by Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, Ontario Region Settlement
Directorate. 

We encourage submission of articles that relate to
settlement programming in Ontario.

To request additional copies or to make changes to
address labels, contact:

Karen Geraci, Editor SNAP 
TESL Ontario
27 Carlton St., Ste. 405, Toronto ON M5B 1L2
Fax: 416-593-0164
Email: office@teslontario.org
Website: www.teslontario.org

Design & Layout: Denyse Marion
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Job Search Workshops (JSW)

The Job Search Workshops (JSW)
Program offers short-term pre-
employment workshops designed
especially for recent immigrants.
The workshops offer flexible
delivery models during the day,
evenings, and weekends.
Participants commit to a relatively
short participation period of
between 16 and 24 hours.

JSW’s workshop content covers: 

• resume & cover letter writing 
• completing job applications 
• researching local employers and

labour market information
• job search tips
• job interviews 

JSW also provides clients with the
resources and tools necessary to
conduct an effective job search,
such as telephones, computers
and printers, fax machines,
photocopiers, as well as access to
labour market materials,
newspapers, and the internet.

For more information, visit the
JSW website: www.jswontario.org
or call 1-800-813-2614.

Newcomer Information 
Centres (NICs)

Opened in 2001, the Newcomer
Information Centres are located in
downtown Toronto, Mississauga
and Brampton. NICs provide a
"one-stop solution" for newcomers
with easy access to relevant and
up-to-date settlement and
information services. 

NICs offer referral to
community and government
programs and services, group
information sessions, computers
and internet access, fax and
photocopier access, multilingual
resource staff and extended hours.

HOST PROGRAM

The Host Program is a "two-way
street" approach to immigrant
integration, helping establish
friendships between newcomers
and resident Canadians. The
program matches newcomers with
a volunteer who is familiar with
Canadian ways. 

Host volunteers teach
newcomers about available
services, work with them to
practise English or French, help
them to make employment
contacts and encourage them to
participate in community activities.
In return, Host volunteers make
new friends, learn about other
cultures and contribute to
community life.

RESETTLEMENT ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM (RAP)

The Resettlement Assistance
Program (RAP) provides income
support and a range of immediate
essential services to government
assisted refugees (GARs) for whom
the federal government has
undertaken a financial
commitment. As part of Canada’s
humanitarian commitment
approximately 7500 immigrants are
currently admitted each year as
Government Assisted Refugees. 

Under RAP eligible clients are
selected for resettlement overseas.
The following clients are eligible
for resettlement overseas:
• Immigrants admitted to Canada

as “Convention refugees seeking
resettlement.” (CR1, CR5)

• Immigrants admitted to Canada
as “Members of the country of
asylum class” or “members of
the source country class.” (RA5,
RS1, RS5) or

• Immigrants who are issued a
written permit by the Minister
pursuant to section 37 of the
Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act (IRPA)

RAP is designed to provide
assistance directly to eligible
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RAP PROVIDES INCOME SUPPORT AND A RANGE OF
IMMEDIATE ESSENTIAL SERVICES TO GOVERNMENT ASSISTED
REFUGEES (GARS) FOR WHOM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS
UNDERTAKEN A FINANCIAL COMMITMENT. 



immigrants who demonstrate a lack
of sufficient income to provide for
their needs and the needs of their
dependants. Clients are eligible for
income support to cover the basic
needs of life such as food, shelter,
clothing, basic furniture and, other
essential household effects. 

The Resettlement Assistance
Program also provides contributions
to Service Providers to help with
reception services, temporary
accommodation, basic orientation
and links to broader based services.

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION FOR
NEWCOMERS TO CANADA (LINC)

Language Instruction for
Newcomers to Canada (LINC) funds
basic instruction in one of Canada's
official languages to help adult
newcomers integrate. It is offered to
permanent residents in cooperation
with provincial governments, school
boards, community colleges, and
immigrant and community
organizations.

Before attending training,
students are assessed to determine

their placement level. LINC may
include full- or part-time training,
self-assisted and distance learning,
or community or institutionally
based programs, according to the
newcomer's abilities and needs.
LINC is free to newcomers but does
not include training allowances.
Childminding is provided on site and
transportation assistance is
available if needed.

THE PRIVATE SPONSORSHIP OF
REFUGEES PROGRAM

The Private Sponsorship of
Refugees Program is a partnership
program administered by
Citizenship and Immigration
Canada (CIC) and the people of
Canada to extend Canada's
capacity to resettle refugees from
abroad. 

Those who may be sponsored
under this program are:

• Convention Refugees Abroad,
and;

• Members of the Country of
Asylum Class, and Source

Country Class (also known as the
Humanitarian Protected Persons
Abroad classes) 

People who are already in Canada
are not eligible for sponsorship. 

There are three groups who are
eligible to sponsor under the
Private Sponsorship of Refugees
program.  They are:

1 Sponsorship Agreement Holders
(SAHs) and their Constituent
Groups (CGs) or Co-sponsors.
Sponsorship Agreement Holders
are organizations that have a
formal sponsorship agreement
with Citizenship and Immigration
Canada and may sponsor
refugees under these
agreements. Constituent Groups
are authorized in writing by SAHs
to act on their behalf in
sponsoring refugees.  A Co-
sponsor is an individual or
organization that partners with
an SAH to share responsibility for
a sponsorship. 
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LINC IS OFFERED 
TO PERMANENT
RESIDENTS 
IN COOPERATION WITH
PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENTS, SCHOOL
BOARDS, COMMUNITY
COLLEGES,AND
IMMIGRANT AND
COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS.



2 Groups of Five: Any group of five
or more Canadian citizens or
permanent residents, who are at
least 19 years of age and who live
in the community where the
refugees are expected to settle. 

3 Community Sponsor: An
organization, association, or
corporation based in the
community where the refugees
are expected to settle.

The requirements of the
sponsoring group are:

• To provide reception, care,
lodging and settlement
assistance for a refugee and their
named accompanying and non-
accompanying family members in
the expected community. The
settlement period starts on the
refugee’s date of arrival and
extends 12 months or until the
refugee becomes self-supporting
and no longer requires
settlement assistance, whichever
comes first. The settlement
period can be longer in

exceptional circumstances where
the sponsoring group agrees.

• To complete a settlement plan
outlining the settlement
arrangements put in place for
the sponsored refugees. These
plans may include finding
suitable housing, assistance
learning the language, finding
work, making friends, learning
about Canadian culture and
locating community services.  

• To physically reside in Canada.

Joint Assistance Sponsorship
Program 

The Joint Assistance Sponsorship
(JAS) Program facilitates the
admission and resettlement in
Canada of special needs refugees.
The JAS program provides
additional time (24 months),
emotional support and settlement
assistance to individuals who
would be unlikely to re-establish
successfully in Canada within the
12 months normally allotted in the
Private Sponsorship Program. 

Under JAS, CIC provides
financial assistance to meet the
refugee's basic needs for food,
shelter, clothing and essential
household goods.  The sponsor's
role is to provide emotional support
and settlement assistance such as
orientation to the community, help
with learning the language,
assistance finding employment,
and extending ongoing friendship,
encouragement and support.
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THE JOINT
ASSISTANCE
SPONSORSHIP (JAS)
PROGRAM  
FACILITATES THE
ADMISSION AND
RESETTLEMENT IN
CANADA OF SPECIAL
NEEDS REFUGEES. 

Here's a snapshot of Ontario's settlement community

Program Number of Participating Agencies 2004/2005 Budget (in millions)

ISAP 86
JSW 30

29.9 
SWIS 13
NIC 2
LINC 120 77.5
RAP 6 17.8
Host 18 2.2



Representatives at the conference
will include Host funded agency
staff, volunteers and participants,
and CIC staff. A tentative date has
been set for February 2005 in
Toronto. Stay tuned for more details.

Over the next few months a
planning committee will be formed

and will include representation from
members of the CIC National Host
Working Group, Service Providers,
Host volunteers and Host
participants. The planning
committee will oversee all aspects
of the conference, including
identifying a theme for the

conference and recommending
content for workshops. 

If you have any
recommendations regarding
workshops for the conference or the
conference theme, please email
Elisete Bettencourt at
Elisete.Bettencourt@cic.gc.ca

CIC NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS WILL BE COORDINATING A NATIONAL HOST CONFERENCE FOR PERSONS WHO
WORK WITH THE HOST PROGRAM ACROSS CANADA.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THE UPCOMING
NATIONAL HOST CONFERENCE!

IC is currently working on
the development of the
Strategic Framework for
Fostering Immigration to
Francophone Minority

Communities outside Quebec. This
framework envisages active
recruitment of francophones and
francophiles overseas, as well as
the successful economic, social and
cultural integration of francophone
newcomers into Canadian society. 

The action plan for the
francophone communities in Ontario
includes a number of initiatives
aimed at helping French-speaking
immigrants transfer their
credentials, market themselves
successfully on the basis of their
knowledge and skills, and
participate in the social and cultural

life of both the anglophone and
francophone communities. CIC will
be coordinating consultations with
francophone communities in order
to identify needs and respond to
them by building capacity for
settlement services in French. 

A pilot project has been initiated
with the aim of providing
employment-focused English
language courses for francophone
immigrants. English is a necessary
tool for these immigrants; they need
to integrate successfully into the
economy by using the language of
the labour market. At the same
time, French can continue to be
conducive to the social and cultural
integration of newcomers into the
francophone community. 

A number of initiatives are

currently underway within the
francophone community. Several
community organizations have
developed pilot projects to teach
immigrants the entrepreneurial
skills necessary to launch their own
businesses. A research study
focusing on the implications of
ethnic, racial and cultural diversity
for the social fabric of our society is
in progress. In addition, a project
exploring the impact of war on
francophone immigrant women has
recently been completed. 

CIC has developed a number of
promotional materials in French,
including photo novellas on mental
health issues, videos telling the
stories of immigrants from the
Caribbean and guides to settlement
services. 
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C
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR FOSTERING IMMIGRATION TO
FRANCOPHONE MINORITY COMMUNITIES OUTSIDE QUEBEC



Tuberculosis (TB) is a global health
issue with both health and social
impacts for individuals and their
families.  Statistics show people most
at risk for developing TB are those
who have either lived in or visited TB
endemic countries. Ninety-six
percent of those who developed TB in
Peel for the year 2000 were born
outside Canada; this represents a
much higher percentage than that of
Ontario (85%) and Canada (15%).   

New immigrants’ risk of
developing TB is highest within the
first five years of coming to Canada,
in large part due to the stress of
resettlement (see graph).  Because
this is the timeframe in which
individuals attend LINC programs,
instructors and students should be
aware of the disease and its risks.  

LINC teachers have the unique
opportunity to make a difference in
the life and health of their students
by providing tuberculosis health
teaching in the health component
program of their curriculum.

PEEL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
INITIATIVES

One goal of the Peel Health
Department is to educate new
immigrants about tuberculosis, how
it may affect their health and what
they can do about it.  Peel Health
has embarked on several initiatives
to reach this at-risk population. 

Initiatives include TB
presentations at community

agencies, information
displays at community
health fairs, education
packages for family
physicians on TB
diagnosis and
treatment, articles in
multicultural
newspapers, and
interviews by Peel
Health staff on
national TV.  The
initiatives are designed
to demystify TB and
break down the fear and stigma that
is so often associated with the
disease. The information is delivered
in an accessible and culturally
sensitive manner. 

TEACHING RESOURCES

Another very important strategy is
the developing relationship between
LINC agencies and the Peel Health
Department that began in 1999.
Peel Health developed a TB teaching
kit for LINC instructors to promote
Peel Health’s key message that TB
is Preventable, Treatable and
Curable.  The teaching kit was
presented at the November 2000
TESL Ontario Conference to raise
awareness among LINC teachers
about TB and to encourage its
inclusion in the health component of
their curriculum.  

Culturally sensitive resource
materials, including a STOP TB
pamphlet, are currently available in

English, Punjabi, Tamil, Vietnamese
and Chinese. A four-minute TB video
entitled, TB:  Are You At Risk? is available
in English, Punjabi, Vietnamese and
Mandarin. The video has been
distributed to Peel Halton LINC
agencies to either accompany the
teaching kit or to use alone.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Early diagnosis and treatment are
the most important ways to reduce
the spread of TB.  Newcomers to
Canada need to understand how TB
can affect them and how to take
responsibility for their health.  

If you are within Peel Region,
you can call Peel Health at 
(905) 799-7700. Outside Peel Region,
contact your local health
department.  Ask for a TB educator
to visit your site, show your students
the TB video or simply have them
log on to Peel Health’s website
www.peel-stoptb.ca 

By Lisa Fernandes, RN, BScN 
Tuberculosis Control Program Region of Peel

LINC INSTRUCTORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE
LIFE AND HEALTH OF THEIR STUDENTS:
TEACHING STRATEGIES TO DISSEMINATE TUBERCULOSIS HEALTH INFORMATION 
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Number of Years in Canada Prior to TB Diagnosis ± Peel (2000)
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he JAS program requires a
high level of collaboration
and cooperation amongst
stakeholders, and over the
years many good practices

have developed. Despite the
program’s successes, partners have
expressed ongoing frustration with
certain aspects of the program. More
recently, changes in immigration
legislation and in the method of
matching sponsors to refugees have
significantly affected the JAS program.

Faced with these challenges, the
Refugee Sponsorship Training
program and the NGO Government
Committee on the Private
Sponsorship of Refugees undertook
consultations with sponsoring groups
to identify concerns and issues. This
was subsequently expanded to
include input from Sponsorship
Agreement Holders, CIC, and
Resettlement Assistance Program
SPOs.

A series of consultations were
held in the fall and winter of 2003 to
gather input from stakeholders. The
consultations gave voice to a wide
range of perspectives on the JAS
program’s strengths and challenges. 

CONSULTATION FINDINGS

Consultation partners’ feedback
generally fell into three categories:

1 Communication between partners
at all stages of the sponsorship,
including information sharing prior
to arrival;

2 Collaboration and partnership
between the sponsoring groups,
Resettlement Assistance Program
SPOs and CIC;

3 The levels of support, particularly
income support and health care,
available to JAS refugees through
the federal programs, and the
availability of community services
to address the special needs of
JAS refugees.

Recommendations were also
developed based on participants’
input. These recommendations
touched on themes of policy,
operational and practical
considerations, and partnership
building and sustainability.

REPORTING ON THE CONSULTATIONS

A preliminary report was presented
to the NGO-Government Committee
on the Private Sponsorship of
Refugees at their fall 2003 meeting
where a JAS Working Group was
struck. The group is composed of
CIC, Sponsorship Agreement
Holders, and RAP SPO
representatives. 

The final report, entitled “Report
on the Joint Assistance Sponsorship
Focus Group Project – March 31,
2004”, was presented to the NGO-
Government Committee on the
Private Sponsorship of Refugees at
the May 2004 meeting, where the
committee gave approval to
continue the mandate of the JAS
Working Group.

NEXT STEPS

Currently the JAS Working Group is
working on action plans arising from
the recommendations. A progress
report will be presented at the fall
2004 NGO-Government Committee
on the Private Sponsorship of
Refugees.
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THE JAS PROGRAM BRINGS TOGETHER MANY DIFFERENT PARTNERS, INCLUDING CIC, RESETTLEMENT
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM SERVICE PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS (SPOS), PRIVATE SPONSORS, SETTLEMENT
AGENCIES, VISA OFFICES, AND THE JAS NEWCOMER TO NAME JUST A FEW. 

JOINT ASSISTANCE SPONSORSHIP WORKING GROUP

T is a Citizenship and Immigration
(CIC) program that resettles
refugees with special needs who
would not be accepted to Canada
through the normal program for
government assisted refugees.
These special needs include (but
are not limited to) victims of torture
and trauma, persons with medical
conditions, refugees who have
been in refugee camps for
extended periods, and large family
configurations.  

The JAS program is a blending
of the Resettlement Assistance
Program (for government-assisted
refugees) and the Private
Sponsorship program. In a JAS
case, the government of Canada
provides income support and
limited reception services under
the Resettlement Assistance
Program, and a sponsoring group
provides moral and emotional
support and guidance in the
settlement of the refugee.

THE JOINT ASSISTANCE
SPONSORSHIP (JAS) PROGRAM 
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Ontario Region Settlement
Directorate has initiated a pilot
project to provide life skills support to
high needs Government Assisted
Refugees (GARs) destined to Ontario.
The Resettlement Assistance
Program (RAP) brings approximately
2300 Government Assisted Refugees
to six cities in Ontario each year.
Under the RAP program eligible
clients are selected for resettlement
overseas. 

Clients who demonstrate a lack
of sufficient income to provide for
their own needs or the needs of their
accompanying dependants are
eligible for income support to cover
the basic needs of life such as food,
shelter, clothing, basic furniture and
other essential household effects for
up to one year.

Changes in Canada’s
Immigration and Refugee Protection
Act (IRPA), notably the shift to
selection decisions focused on the
need for protection and resettlement
rather than the ability to resettle,
means some of the GARs now
arriving in Ontario have higher
settlement needs than ever before. 

Life skills support has been
identified as one of the key needs

facing newly arrived GARs. Many of
the refugees have experienced
trauma and violence; some have lived
for long periods of time in refugee
camps. They may have little or no
experience in an urban setting and
no familiarity with technology and
systems. Low literacy levels and lack
of work experience also present
significant barriers in adjusting to a
new life in Canada. 

The life skills pilot project will
provide temporary and initial life
skills support to high needs GARs
after their arrival in Canada. By
providing life skills help on an on-call
basis, support workers will assist
newly arrived refugees adapt to life in
their new community. 

The workers will help with some
of the following in the client’s own
language:

• Canadian cultural orientation
• Adjusting to life in a high-rise

apartment building
• Products packaging and simple

food preparation
• Laundry
• Using appliances
• Hygiene
• Using domestic and personal

cleaning products

• Canadian plumbing systems 
and use

• Any other practical life skill support
that clients may need

Projects will begin in October 2004. A
qualitative evaluation will be
completed for the pilot project to
document best practices in life skills
support work with Government
Assisted Refugees.

LIFE SKILLS SUPPORT PILOT PROJECT
AN INITIATIVE OF ONTARIO REGION SETTLEMENT DIRECTORATE 

TESL ONTARIO’S 32ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE NOVEMBER 18TH – 20TH, 2004

LIFEfor
LANGUAGE

Holiday Inn on King
370 King Street West, Toronto

For more information and to 
register visit our web site
www.teslontario.org.

THE NEED FOR LIFE
SKILLS SUPPORT 
HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AS ONE OF
THE KEY ISSUES FACING NEWLY
ARRIVED GARS. 



The Settlement Directorate, Ontario
Region of Citizenship and
Immigration Canada (CIC) is
currently reviewing proposals to
develop, co-ordinate and manage a
one-day conference for settlement
service organizations, ethnic media
and Settlement Directorate staff.
The conference is to be held in
Toronto before March 31, 2005.  

Designed to generate
information and interest in using

media, participants will learn about
best practices and successful
collaborations between the ethnic
media and settlement agencies
through workshops and presen-
tations. They will gain an under-
standing of how to use print, radio,
TV and the internet to communicate
settlement information. 

The conference will also provide
opportunities for settlement
agencies, ethnic media

representatives and CIC staff to
learn how they can work together to
better use ethnic media to deliver
settlement information. Networking
opportunities will be provided to
help foster partnerships between
settlement agencies and ethnic
media groups. 

For additional information on
the conference, please contact
Elisete Bettencourt at
Elisete.Bettencourt@cic.gc.ca

UPCOMING CONFERENCE DESIGNED TO SUPPORT AGENCY AND CIC STAFF GET THE MESSAGE OUT

USING THE MEDIA TO COMMUNICATE SETTLEMENT INFORMATION;

A recently published report by
Statistics Canada shows that newly
arrived immigrants are more likely
than ever to choose an urban centre
in which to settle. In 2001, for
example, 94% of all immigrants to
Canada settled in large urban areas.
Further, the statistics indicate that
most immigrants stay in the
community they originally settle in. 

The complete report, Trends and

Conditions in Census Metropolitan Areas

Immigrants in Canada’s Census

Metropolitan Areas, by Grant
Schellenberg is available at
www.statcan.ca  by selecting
Products and Services. The report’s
catalogue number is 89-613-MIE. 

NEW STATSCAN
REPORT SHOWS
MAJORITY OF
IMMIGRANTS SETTLE
IN URBAN CENTRES

S NA P10 *CMA = Census Metropolitan Area
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WHAT IS THE GOAL OF AN
IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN
CANADA AND ONTARIO? WHAT 
WILL IT INCLUDE?

The new agreement will formalize
roles and foster an effective partner-
ship between Canada and Ontario.  

It is anticipated that the new
agreement will include provisions
relating to key areas of interest.
These will likely include the
recruitment, selection, admission,
settlement and integration of
immigrants to the province.  It will
also promote the involvement of
municipalities in immigration.

WHAT ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE
LETTER OF INTENT?

Key elements of the Letter of Intent
include commitments to form three
committees:
• a Steering Committee to oversee

negotiations; 
• a Negotiation Committee which

will function as a core team to
examine options related to the
agreement, and make
recommendations on funding
levels; and 

• a Municipal Committee to develop
joint protocols for municipal
participation in immigration
issues. 

The committees will be co-chaired
by the Deputy Minister of Citizenship
and Immigration Canada and the
Deputy Minister of the Ontario
Ministry of Citizenship and
Immigration.  

WHEN WILL AN AGREEMENT BE
FORMALIZED?

Canada and Ontario are committed
to making all reasonable efforts to
conclude negotiations on the new
agreement within 12 months of the
signing of the Letter of Intent.

WILL THE NEW AGREEMENT AFFECT
FUNDING FOR SERVICE-PROVIDING
ORGANIZATIONS THAT DELIVER CIC’S
SETTLEMENT PROGRAMS? WILL OTHER
PARTNERS BE AFFECTED?

CIC is not aware of any current or
anticipated policy changes regarding
funding allocation should a Canada-
Ontario agreement be negotiated or
finalized.  Since an Agreement is yet
to be developed, it is too soon to
comment on the funding impli-
cations for any of the stakeholders. 

HOW ARE THE SERVICE-PROVIDING
ORGANIZATIONS CURRENTLY FUNDED?

Funding structures differ by
province. In provinces with
settlement agreements (British
Columbia, Manitoba) federal funding
is provided to the provincial
governments and they, in turn,
manage the funding to service
provider organizations.  Funding to
Quebec is provided in the form of a
grant, under the Canada-Quebec
Accord.  

In the rest of the provinces,
settlement programs and services
are administered by CIC regional
offices and delivered through a
network of CIC offices, service 

provider organizations, educational
institutions and the private sector.

WHAT IMPLICATIONS WILL THE NEW
AGREEMENT HAVE FOR
MUNICIPALITIES IN THE PROVINCE? 

Under the Letter of Intent, a
Municipal Committee with
representation from the federal,
provincial and municipal sectors will
be established.  This Committee will
consider ways to enhance the
participation of municipalities in
immigration issues.

Please note that the content of these

questions and answers pertaining to the

Canada-Ontario Letter of Intent may change

as more information becomes available. 

ON MAY 6, 2004, CIC MINISTER SGRO SIGNED A LETTER OF INTENT WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO TO
FORMALIZE THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS BETWEEN CANADA AND ONTARIO FOR A NEW IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT.
THE OBJECTIVE IS TO HAVE THE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT NEGOTIATED WITHIN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS

CANADA–ONTARIO AGREEMENT
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SAFE SCHOOLS VIDEO PROJECT:
SWISAC, the provincial advisory
body for the SWIS program, has
identified a priority issue for
newcomer youth in communities
across Ontario. SWISAC has
recommended that a video and
facilitator’s guide be developed
that could be used proactively by
SWIS workers to orient newcomer
youth to the school environment
and to behavioural expectations. 

The Ontario Safe Schools Act
spells out which behaviours are
unacceptable in Ontario schools,
and the consequences for those
behaviours. The project’s objective
is to prevent newcomer students
from violating the Safe Schools
Act simply because they are
unaware of its expectations and
consequences. 

The video and guide will provide
advice to youth on how to adapt to
their new school environment. It
will also give them problem-
solving strategies they can use in
conflict situations arising from
school. The project is expected to
be completed by March 31, 2005.

LINC INFO FOR DURHAM REGION
The Durham LINC newsletter is
available on-line. The latest issue
includes information on programs
for newcomers living in Durham,
including Durham’s new LINC Home
Study distance education program.
Visit their site at
http://www.durhamlinc.ca/news.htm

LINC ELIGIBILITY FOR
PROTECTED PERSONS
Your agency may be approached by
individuals who, as a result of having
applied for a Pre-Removal Risk
Assessment (PRRA), have had their
application for protected person
status approved. 

These individuals may apply for
permanent resident status and are
eligible to participate in the LINC
program.

These individuals should be
directed to the LINC Assessment
Centre that serves your community
for eligibility determination,
language assessment and referral. 

NEW RESOURCE FOR JOINT
ASSISTANCE SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAM
The Settlement Directorate,
Citizenship and Immigration Canada
has produced a booklet entitled
“Information Guide for Joint
Assistance Sponsors – Ontario
Region”. 

This information guide is
designed to assist Joint Assistance
Sponsors prepare for the arrival of
their refugee families. The
information within the guide may
differ slightly between cities in
Ontario and in the rest of Canada. 

The guide briefly explains the
Joint Assistance Sponsorship (JAS)
program and the Resettlement
Assistance Program (RAP). It also
introduces and describes the roles
of various other partners within the 

Joint Assistance Program.
The guide was first produced in

June 2003 and has just been
updated in May 2004. You can
download the booklet at:
http://www.settlement.org.

NEW RESOURCE FOR 
FRENCH-SPEAKING NEWCOMERS
TO CANADA
A new resource is
available to help
French-speaking
newcomers to
Canada understand
the school system
and support their
children in elementary school.

Settlement agencies, school
boards and Citizenship and
Immigration Canada have
collaborated to produce Le Guide des
écoles élémentaires de l'Ontario à
l'intention des nouveaux arrivants (The
Newcomers’ Guide to French Language
Elementary School in Ontario).

The guide is organized as a
series of 16 handouts for parents
on key school topics such as report
cards, parent-teacher interviews
and school procedures.

The guide is written specifically
for the French language school
system, with versions for the public
and Catholic systems. The guide is
also available in Arabic.

The guide is available for schools
and parents to download from
www.etablissement.org/edguide
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TIDBITS... 

DO YOU HAVE ANY TIDBITS YOU’D LIKE TO SHARE 
WITH SNAP READERS 
Please send your information or ideas to Karen Geraci, Editor, office@teslontario.org


